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The 90 MHz 'H NMR spectra of '5N,'5N'-dipentadeuterophenylformamidine (DPFA), a nitrogen analogue of formic acid, dissolved in 
tetrahydrofuran-d8 (THF) have been measured as a function of concentration, deuterium fraction in the 'H-15N sites, and of temperature. 
The spectra show characteristic changes, from which thermodynamic and kinetic information on hindered rotation, hydrogen bond 
association and proton exchange of DPFA in THF are obtained by NMR lineshape analysis. DPFA forms two conformers A and B in 
THF, to which s-trans and s-cis structures have been assigned. At low concentrations both DPFA conforrners are located in a hydrogen 
bond to the solvent molecules. However, as a result of the different structure, only A is able to selfassociate to any observable extent. 
This effect leads to concentration dependent A/B populations. Higher selfassociates or mixed AB associates are not observed. Whereas 
B is not able to exchange protons, A is subject to a very fast proton transfer. By measuring proton lifetimes as a function of concentration 
and of the deuterium fraction in the labile proton sites, it was established that two protons are transferred in every exchange process. 
Thermodynamic data of the association process obtained by the analysis of the chemical shifts, of the A/B populations and the proton 
lifetimes as a function of concentration agreed very well. These results are evidence that A forms only selfassociated hydrogen bonded . 
dimers with a cyclic structure in which the double proton transfer takes place. The observation of a kinetic HH/HD isotope effect of 20 
at 178 K establishes this transfer as the rate lirniting step of the overall proton exchange. Rate constants of the double proton transfer 
in the cyclic dimer were obtained as a function of temperature from which an activation energy of about 19 kJ molpl was obtained. In 
addition, the rates of interconversion between the two conformers were determined as a function of temperature. Details of the reaction 
mechanism and differences to the related carboxylic acids are discussed. Thus, it is shown that dynamic NMR spectroscopy can be a 

useful tool for elucidating elementary steps of cornplex reaction networks. 

1. Introduction 

Dynarnic NMR spectroscopy is a powerful tool for the 
study of hydrogen bonding and proton exchange in a num- 
ber of different environments [I - 51. In the past years there 
has been a special interest in neutral multiple hydrogen 
transfer reactions, where at least two protons, hydrogen at- 
oms or hydride ions are transferred between heavy atoms: 

AH + XH* e [AH, XH*] + [AH*, XH] e AH* + XH . 

(1) 

Reactions of this kind have been studied not only in solution 
[6-161 but also in the solid state [17-221. As models for 
the central exchange step in Eq. (1), the kinetics of intra- 
molecular HH reactions in solution [23-281 and in the 
solid state [29 - 353 have also been followed by NMR meth- 
ods. A particular feature of these reactions is that they can 
also be induced at cryogenic temperatures by light [36, 371, 
which might be of interest in optical Storage devices [38]. 
In organic and biochemical systems these processes are re- 
lated to bifunctional catalysis [39,40] and biological activity 
[41-451. In addition, these reactions are an old topic of 
theoretical chemistry [46 - 541 and of the theory of primary 
kinetic hydrogen/deuterium isotope effects [5, 7, 42, 49, 
55 - 601. 

There are several major problems in the study of inter- 
molecular proton exchange reactions in solution. The first 
is the determination of the true rate constants of exchange 
within the reacting complex [AH, XH]. So far, only overall 
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exchange rate constants have been obtained, which include 
terms arising from diffusion or from preequilibria between 
the separated reactants AH and XH and the reaction com- 
plex. The second problem is the determination of the num- 
ber m of protons transferred in the rate lirniting step, which 
is related to the structure of the reacting complex [AH, XH]. 
Information about m is not easy to obtain, even if the de- 
pendence of the exchange rates can be measured as a func- 
tion of concentration. In principle, the measurement of so 
called "proton inventories" [41, 421 can be of assistance, 
where reaction rates are measured as a function of the deu- 
terium fraction D in the mobile proton sites. This method 
has been successfully applied to the study of enzyme kinetics 
[41-451. Such experiments can also help to solve the third 
problem, i.e. the determination of multiple kinetic isotope 
effects. So far, in order to extract m from a proton inventory, 
the validity of the "rule of the geometric mean" has been 
assumed, which states that for a double proton transfer 

This rule has been derived in terms of a combination of 
Bigeleisen's C581 equilibrium isotope effect and transition 
state theory [41, 42, 56-60]. In order to test Eq. (2) exper- 
imentally NMR proton inventory techniques [5, 7,261 have 
recently been designed for the direct determination of kHH,  
k H D ,  and k D D  of inter- and intramolecular reactions accord- 
ing to Eq.(l): e.g. by a combination of 'H and 2H NMR 
measurements it was possible to measure such complete sets 
of kinetic isotope effects for the 1 : 1 and the 2: 1 proton 
exchange between acetic acid (AH) and methanol (XH) in 
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tetrahydrofuran [5, 71. Large deviations from Eq. (2) were 
observed so far that replacement of the first H atom by D 
resulted in a stronger decrease of the rate constants than 
replacement of the second H atom by D, i.e. kHH/kHD = 5.1 
and kHD/kDD = 3 at 298 K. Even larger deviations were 
found for the intramolecular HH migration in meso-tetra- 
phenylporphin, where kHH/kHD = 10 and kHD/kDD z 1 [5]. 
These effects were interpreted in terms of tunneling and have 
been of use in the elucidation of kinetic results of enzyme 
reaction mechanisms [43, 441. 

The scope of this study was to find an intermolecular 
multiple proton exchange system where it were possible to 
measure microscopic rate constants of the central exchange 
step in Eq. (I), including their multiple kinetic isotope effects. 
For this purpose we looked for a model which was able to 
form strong cyclic dimers, as do carboxylic acids. Double 
proton transfers in these compounds according to Scheme 
I are, however, extremely fast and energies of activation have 
only very recently been obtained for these reactions by solid 
state NMR Tl measurements [I8 - 223. Kinetic HH/HD/ 
D D  isotope effects which could be a severe test for a proper 
theoretical description are, to date, still unknown for these 
processes. A second drawback in using carboxylic acids as 
model exchange Systems is the fact that they do not contain 
nuclei with a suitable spin to enable easy probing of multiple 
kinetic isotope effects by NMR lineshape analysis. However, 
model compounds which fulfil these requirements are the 
amidines, which are the nitrogen analogues of the carboxylic 
acids (X = NR' in Scheme I). Although the amidines are 
very old compounds [61], their physical and chemical prop- 
erties are not very well known compared with the carboxylic 
acids. The amidine function has been shown to be of use in 
drugs [62]. IR studies of amidines [63, 641 have been in- 
terpreted with the formation of cyclic hydrogen bonded 
complexes with a structure similar to those of carboxylic 
acids. As a result, a double proton transfer according to 
Scheme I could take place in these complexes. A related 
double proton transfer in 7-azaindoles has been induced by 
light [37]. Kinetic information on the proton exchange be- 
havior of amidines is, however, rare and incomplete so far 
that no rate laws nor kinetic isotope effects have as yet been 
reported. Halliday et al. [9] have made a lineshape analysis 
of the methyl group signals of neat dimethylformamidine 
(DMFA) and of DMFA dissolved in CDC1, at two concen- 
trations. Surprisingly, the exchange rates were smaller in the 
sample with the higher concentration. Borisov et al. [IO] 
have reported that N,N'-diphenylformamidine (DPFA) ex- 
ists in tetrahydrofuran (THF) in an s-trans form A and an 
s-cis form B (Scheme II), which show different exchange 
characteristics. Since THF forms strong hydrogen bonds to 
proton donors leading to simplified rate laws for proton 
exchange [5, 71, we chose to perform a study of the latter 
system, results of which will be reported here. In order to 
avoid 14N quadrupole effects and interference of the 'H-"N 
and the aromatic proton NMR signals, we actually studied 
1SN,15N'-dipentadeuterophenylformamidine (DPFA). The 
study of DPFA was especially appealing because of the pos- 
sible comparison with an intramolecular HH transfer in the 
related tetraphenyloxalamidine (TPOA, Scherne III), which 
has been established recently [26]. 
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Following an experimental section, we describe the NMR 
lineshape theory used for the total lineshape analysis of the 
exchange broadened 'H NMR spectra of DPFA in THF- 
da. Expressions are then derived, which relate experimental 
NMR Parameters to the kinetic and therrnodynamic data 
of the reactions of a four-spin systern like DPFA in terms 
of a reaction model of proton exchange, hydrogen bond 
association and hindered rotation. We then present the tem- 
perature dependent 'H NMR spectra of the systern DPFA/ 
THF-d8, from which thermodynamic and kinetic informa- 
tion on the DPFA reactions in THF is obtained. From an 
'H NMR proton inventory the number of exchanging pro- 
tons m = 2 is determined, as well as some kinetic HH/HD 
isotope effects and double proton transfer rate constants 
within the reacting cyclic DPFA dimer. Finally, the reaction 
mechanism evolving from the data is discussed. 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Synthesis of 15N,15N'-Dipentadeutero- 
phenylformamidine (DPFA) 

15N,15N'-dipentadeuterophenylformamidine (DPFA) was pre- 
pared from triethylorthoformate and C6D6-15NH2 by slightly mod- 
ifying the method published for the unlabeled compound [61]. 
C6D6-'%Hz was synthesized as described previously [26]. DPFA 
was purified by recrystallization from n-heptane (Fp. 14OPC, Lit. 
138°C- 141 "C [61]). 

2.2. Preparation of Samples 

The sealed NMR samples had to be prepared very carefully in 
order to  exclude air and moisture or other impurities that might 
catalyse the proton exchange. For this purpose we used a vacuum 
line described previously [7, 14, 261. Attached to the apparatus 
were glass vessels for solvent Storage over drying agents, graduated 
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capillary tubes for volume measurements of liquids, and NMR 
tubes. Greaseless Teflon needle valve stopcocks were employed to 
separate these devices from the vacuum line. Anthracene/sodium- 
potassium alloy was employed as a drying agent for tetrahydro- 
furan-d8 (THF), and molecular sieve (Merck, 3 A), freshly activated 
in vacuo at 360°C with an electric oven for CH,OL, L = H, D. The 
latter was used to prepare samples with a desired deuterium fraction 
D in the 'H-"N sites of DPFA. Before activation the molecular 
sieve was deuterated with H20/D20 to the same degree. Weighted 
amounts of DPFA were placed in the NMR tube attached to the 
vacuum line and CH,OL was condensed on the substrate, which 
dissolved. After evaporation, the same process was repeated twice. 
Repeated condensation and evaporation of THF on DPFA was 
then carried out to dry the compound. Finally, THF was transferred 
by successive evaporation and condensation into a graduated cap- 
illary tube thermostated to 298 K, and then transferred in defined 
amounts into the NMR tube. This was then sealed off. During this 
procedure the solutions were cooled to 77 K. The use of the grad- 
uated capillary tubes allowed us to prepare sealed samples of known 
total concentration C(298 K) of DPFA at 298 K. The values of 
C(298 K) were checked by recording the NMR spectra of all sam- 
ples under the same experimental conditions and by comparing the 
absolute line intensities. Since the volume of THF is temperature 
dependent, the concentrations C(T) at temperature T were calcu- 
lated for each sample using the following equation [65]: 

2.3. NMR Measurements 

The NMR spectra were measured with a pulse FT NMR spec- 
trometer, Bruker CXP 100, working at 90.02 MHz for protons. The 
sample temperatures were calibrated before and after the NMR 
measurements with a PT 100 resistance thermometer (Degussa) 
imbedded in an NMR tube, and are estimated accurate to about 
0.5"C. The temperature stability during the measurements was, 
however, better than 0.2"C. The spectra were transferred from the 
Bruker Aspect 2000 minicomputer to a personal computer (Olivetti 
M 28), and then to the Univac 1108 computer of the Rechenzentrum 
der Universität Freiburg via a direct data line. Kinetic and ther- 
modynamic parameters were obtained by simulation of the spectra 
as described below. Various experimental data were fitted to the- 
oretical curves using a non-linear least Squares fit program [66]. 

3. Evaluation of Thermodynamic and Kinetic Data 
In this section we describe the forrnalisrn used for the 

evaluation of thermodynarnic and kinetic data of different 
superposed exchange reactions of a nuclear spin systern frorn 
its exchange broadened NMR spectra. The lineshape theory 
is based on the reaction network shown in Scherne IV, where 
each step gives rise to dynarnic NMR linebroadening. First, 
we consider the presence of two interconverting isomers A 
and B with different nuclear spin harniltonians. This inter- 
conversion proceeds without redistribution of nuclear spin 
functions corresponding to an intrarnolecular rearrange- 
rnent. We let A be subject to interrnolecular spin exchange, 
a process which does not change the hamiltonian but only 
redistributes the nuclear spin functions. Therefore, the prod- 
ucts of spin exchange are labeled by an asterisk in Scherne 
IV. In the case of proton donors like DPFA this process 
corresponds to interrnolecular proton exchange of isomer 
A. In addition, we consider the possibility that isomer A can 
exist in different rapidly exchanging species, e.g. monomers 
Al, dirners A2, or higher associates An, which correspond in 
the case of DPFA to different hydrogen bonded complexes. 
Thus, the spin harniltonians are average hamiltoninas de- 

pending on ternperature and on concentration. For B we 
only consider monomer species B, as indicated in Scherne 
IV. This then leads to the rnore complex reaction network 
shown in Scheme V where we assurne that each species can 
form subspecies, e.g. free monorners All, solvated rnonorners 
Als, solvated dimers A„, cyclic dimers A„, cyclic oligorners 
Anc etc. We consider for isomer B only solvated monorners 
BIS and free rnonorners BI[. We allow spin exchange between 
rnolecules of A to take place in cyclic dirners or higher as- 
sociates, i.e. AlC...Anc. Note that throughout this paper a 
subspecies is defined as an element of a species and a species 
as an elernent of an isomer. Any element R, S ... will be 
called an "environrnent". Thus, in the following, KRs will be 
the equilibriurn and kRS the rate constants of the reaction 
between the environrnents R and S. After describing the 
NMR lineshape theory we will derive expressions which 
relate these constants to observable static and dynamic 
NMR parameters. 

Scheme IV 

species : 

S * solvent 
Scheme V 

3.1. NMR Lineshape Theory of 4-Spin Systems in the 
Presence of Inter- and Intramolecular Exchange 

The theory of NMR lineshapes of high order spin Systems 
in the presence of interrnolecular exchange has been de- 
scribed previously [I 1, 12, 67 - 691. The theory was origi- 
nally developed for continuous wave NMR spectroscopy 
under low power conditions. In modern pulse Fourier 
Transforrn NMR spectroscopy [70] used here, the theory 
can be conveniently surnrnarized in the following way. Dur- 
ing the free induction period following the preparation of 
single quanturn coherence, the time dependence of the cor- 
responding off diagonal elernents of the density rnatrix Q of 
an ensernble of spins are governed by the rnaster equation 
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The dimension of the complex matrix A' is equal to the 
number of transitions in the NMR spectrum of interest. 
Each transition m is characterized by the width A," and the 
position Af, where Am = A," + iAf is the mth complex 
eigenvalue of the matrix A', calculated by diagonalization 
of A' according to the transformation 

A = C I A C ' .  (5) 

The lineshape function is then conveniently written in the 
form 

where each transition m is further characterized by the com- 
plex intensity 

In Eq. (5) I k  are the elements of the lowering operator 

where P, and VR are the basis spin states and NR the number 
of spin states in the environment R. ~ ( ( 0 )  represents the ele- 
ments of the density matrix at the beginning of the acqui- 
sition at t = 0. In usual single pulse experiments these ele- 
ments are given by 

where pR is the population of the environment R to which 
the spin states PR and V R  are associated. The matrix A', is 
Set up as follows. A is given by [II, 12, 67-69]: 

In Eq. (10) E is the unit matrix, V the frequency, and 2 the 
Liouville operator with the elements 

2 is the usual high resolution spin hamilton operator. Be- 
cause of Eq. (11) 2 has a block structure, i.e. there are no 
off diagonal elements of 2 which connect different subsys- 
tems R. The high resolution hamilton operator ZR of the 
subsystem R is the sum of a Zeeman term and a term arising 
from scalar spin-spin interactions: 

VR, is the Larmor frequency of spin i, JR, the coupling con- 
stant between i and J, and I,, Izi the usual angular momentum 
Operators of spin i in the subsystem R. B is the transverse 
part of the Redfield relaxation operator [69] in which we 
include artificial and apparative line broadening. Since we 
use the above lineshape theory only in the region where 1x1 
9 (BI we retain here as usual only diagonal elements of B, 
i.e. Bi, = -&,/Tz, where 1/Tz = n(Woi) is the effective 

transverse relaxation time of the transition i. W„ is the width 
of line i in the absence of exchange. The exchange operator 
X is a function of the type of exchange leading to the ob- 
served lineshape effects and of the pseudo first order rate 
constants i.e. the inverse correlation or lifetimes of the ex- 
change. In contrast to intramolecular exchange processes, 
where the elements of X can be written down in a straight- 
forward way, it is much more difficult to treat exchange 
processes where bonds are broken and formed. The most 
general exchange operator for intermolecular spin exchange 
has been derived previously C121 in a form, which avoids 
the assumption of reaction mechanism at the stage of eval- 
uating the kinetic data. 

In order to be more specific, let us consider a spin system 
containing four coupled I = 112 spins a to d, as is realized, 
for example, for DPFA (Scheme 11). Let the spin system 
interconvert according to Scheme IV between two environ- 
ments R = A, B. The basis spin functions can then be written 
as the product pR(a) iR(b) jR(c) kR(d) of singie spin functions 
which are either characterized by a or ß because we consider 
here only I = 112 nuclei. According to Scheme IV the spin 
system can isomerise between the two isomers R, S = A, B. 
This process proceeds without redistribution of nuclear 
spins according to 

From the NMR spectra the inverse lifetimes .r,a'(iso) and 
~ ~ ~ ' ( i s o )  of isomers A and B between two interconversions 
to B and to A can be obtained. .rkl(iso) is equal to the 
pseudo first order rate constant of interconversion from R 
to S. Intermolecular spin exchange of the first spin, whose 
spin function is characterized by a greek letter, results in a 
redistribution of the spin functions: 

In this equation we take into account that the intermolec- 
ular exchange of spin a is coupled to an intramolecular 
exchange of spins b and d as follows for DPFA on inspection 
of Schemes I and 11. This process is characterized by the 
inverse lifetime . r~i(se)  of spin a in isomer A between two 
successive spin exchange processes between A molecules ac- 
cording to Eq. (14). We neglect spin exchange from A to B 
and between B molecules, i.e. .r,B'(se) = r,s'(se) = 0, and 
can therefore Set .ril(se) 5 TA'  (se). 

We can now write down in analogy to cases described 
previously [II, 121 the following complete exchange oper- 
ator: 

X RSfiijk, vlmn, tiopq, Axyz = r ~ ' ( s e )  SRA SSA 
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This equation takes the spin statistics into account, e.g. that 
there is a certain probability that the spin functions are not 
altered by the exchange when p,(a) iR(b) jR(c) kR(d) = vR(a) 
kR(b) j,(c) lR(d) in Eq. (14). Thus, rA(se) is the average lifetime 
of an individual spin function between two successive inter- 
molecular exchange events even if the spin function is not 
altered by this event. Since each four-spin system contributes 
56 transitions to the lineshape, A has here the dimension 
112. However, the size of A can be considerably reduced if 
one assumes that the spin Systems are of first order. 2 is 
then diagonal and the 24 combination transitions can be 
omitted in M. Each spin in the isomer R contributes then 
only 8 transitions to the 'H NMR spectra. Since we have 
here two isomers R = A, B, A splits up in blocks of 16.16 
submatrices for each spin. A general program of exchange 
broadened NMR spectra, which has been described previ- 
ously [I21 and which contains some subroutines of the pro- 
gram of Binsch [69], was used to calculate the 'H NMR 
lineshape of DPFA. The program is written in such a way 
that it requires the Matrix A as input, calculated according 
to Eqs. (10)-(15). Input parameters are the pseudo first 
order rate constants rfil(iso) and ril(se), Woi, chemical 
shifts VR,, and coupling constants JRi,, i, j = a to d, R = A, B. 

and that 

Eq. (22) provides a unique measure of C„ which is generally 
very difiicult to obtain. I depends on C in the following way. 
The concentrations of the remaining species in Scheme V 
are given by 

KA2 and KAn are the equilibrium constants of dimerisation 
and of formation of An from An-,. By introducing Eqs. 
(22)-(24) into Eq. (16) and assuming that 

we obtain with Eq. (17) 

3.2. Evaluation of the Thermodynamic Data 

In this section we derive appropriate expressions for the 
interpretation of the observable NMR parameters, e.g. the 
A/B populations and the chemical shifts of the exchanging 
Proton in terms of the equilibrium constants shown in 
Scheme V. 

3.2.1. Concentration Dependence of A/B Isomerism 

If Ci is the concentration of the species i = A,B, the total 
concentration C is given by: 

If CA, and CB, are the concentrations of the subspecies Ai and 
B, we can write down the following expressions: 

According to Scheme V we neglect in Eq. (18) the formation 
of all selfassociates of B. For simplification we write 
~ ~ ' ( i s o )  - r ~ ' .  If I is the observed A/B ratio, i.e. 

it follows that for C+O 

KBiAi is the equilibrium constant of exchange between species 
B1 and Al. By combination of Eqs. (16)-(20) one can show 
that 

Since each term in the sum is much smaller than 1, Eq. (26) 
converges and we obtain 

By combining Eqs. (22) and (27), we finally obtain the fol- 
lowing relation between the observables I, I,,, and C: 

It can be shown that for C-0, I+ I. and for C+ W, I+ W. 

Eq. (28) can be recast into the form I3 + D12 + E I  = 0, 
where D and E are functions of C, Io, KA2, and KAn. Ana- 
lytical solutions of the cubic equation of the form 

can easily be found. For the case of KAn N 0 the cubic 
equation reduces to the quadratic form 1' + D'I + E' = 
0 with the solution: 

1 
C = - [(I + 1) (I- Io)/&, I;] . 

2 

By non-linear least Squares fitting of the observed C vs. I 
values to Eq. (29), the different equilibrium constants con- 
tained in Eq. (28) can be obtained. 
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3.2.2. Concentration Dependence of Chemical Shifts 

In the region of slow exchange between isomers A and B, 
the chemical shifts V,, = VA. ,  V & ,  V B ,  and vBc are obtained by 
spectral simulation. The V,, are the weighted averages over 
all hydrogen bonded species formed by R. The concentra- 
tions of the different hydrogen bonded species depend on 
the total concentration (Eqs. (26) -(28)) which leads to con- 
centration dependent values of V, , .  Since we neglect selfas- 
sociation of B and mixed AB association, we can also neglect 
the dependence of the chemical shifts V,, on concentration. 
Therefore, we are only concerned with the concentration 
dependence of V,, for which one can write 

z&(iso) E z& and the rate constant k, and kji of isomer- 
isation, where i = B, and j = A, (Scheme V), via the follow- 
ing definition: 

The last step follows from Eq. (11) and the assumption in 
Scheme V that rotational isomerism only takes place be- 
tween A, and B,. With the definition 

it follows that 

1 = 1, n (species). 
and with Eqs. (21) and (22) that 

Using the approximation of Eq. (25) we obtain by combi- 
nation of Eqs. (21), (23), and (24): 

If A forms only dimers, i.e. if KAn 0, the last three terms 
in Eq. (33) vanish, and in this case the relation between vAj 
and C A  is given by 

It can be shown that for CA+O it follows that vAr = V A , ,  

and for CA+ CO that V,, = VA*,.  By combining Eqs. (29) and 
(33) analytical expressions for the function 

can easily be obtained. Eq. (33) was incorporated in a general 
non-linear least Squares fitting routine. 

3.3. Evaluation of the Kinetic Data of the Reactions 
of DPFA in THF 

In this section we derive expressions for the rate constants 
between the species in Scheme V as a function of the kinetic 
constants obtained by 'H NMR lineshape analysis. In ad- 
dition, we consider the case of multiple kinetic isotope effects 
of selfexchange reactions. In a previous study of measuring 
multiple kinetic isotope effects by NMR this case was not 
yet treated [7]. 

3.3.1. A/B Isomerism of DPFA 

In this section we establish a relation between the pseudo 
first order A/B isomerisation rates r,B'(iso) = z,e' and 

The dependence of TA,' on C can be expressed by combining 
of Eqs. (28) and (37). However, kAIBl can be directly obtained 
for each sample by inserting into Eq. (37) the known values 
of I and I,. 

3.3.2. Intermolecular Proton Exchange of DPFA 

According to Eq. (15), the inverse lifetimes zrl(se) of spin 
functions of environment A between two spin exchange 
processes according to Eq. (14) are measured by NMR li- 
neshape analysis. In particular, in the case of monitoring 
proton exchange of DPFA by 'H NMR lineshape analysis 
of the exchanging proton signals we can identify TA' (se) with 
Z Ä ~ ,  the average lifetime of a protonated AH molecule be- 
tween two exchange processes. In order to make the con- 
nection between Z Ä ~  and conventional rate constants let us 
first define the concentration of molecules in which a par- 
ticular protonated A molecule can reside as 

In this expression An is counted only once in contrast to the 
total concentration of A molecules, CA = C i i C ~ .  as defined 

n 

in Eq. (17) where A is considered formally as a monomer. 
Since all species and subspecies of A corresponding to the 
different hydrogen bonded environments are in fast ex- 
change, we define the inverse lifetime T,-,' by 

where Eq. (38) has been used. Since all species in the isomer 
A interconvert very rapidly within the NMR timescale, the 
rate limiting step of the overall proton transfer is the actual 
exchange within the species An. Let kAn = kAnAn be the true 
rate constants of the exchange within this species. The av- 
erage inverse proton lifetime of A is then given by the fol- 
lowing expression: 
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of two independent lineshape functions, where the first func- 
tion depends on k f ;  and the second on kA,". For the case 
where CA = CA, +  CA^ we obtain from Eq. (50) for the pure 
double proton transfer process 

The quantity T Ä ~ / F  is the inverse proton lifetime for the case 
I, i. e. C - co. Thus, defining 

we obtain the simple equation 

The advantage of this equation is that T,& values from sam- 
ples with different concentrations C and deuterium fractions 
D can be directly compared and used to calculate the true 
rate constants in the exchanging dimers, k f ;  and kAy. The 
kinetic HH/HD isotope effect of the double proton transfer 
can then be easily calculated from the linear decrease of 

with D. 

4. Results 

4.1. Description of the 'H NMR Spectra of DPFA in 
THF-d8 

Typical experimental and calculated 'H NMR spectra of a 
0.004 M sample of DPFA in THF-d8 are shown in Fig. 1 as a func- 
tion of the temperature. We first discuss the spectrum at 152 K 
where we observe four multiplets which are assigned to the nuclei 
A„ A„ B„ and B, in Scheme 11. As expected, A, and Ac have the 
same integrated intensities, as well as B, and B,. The ratio AJB, 

3.5 does not change very much with temperature. Evidence for 
the above assignment Comes from the splitting Pattern of the A, 
and the B, signals. The B, signal is split into a doublet with a 
coupling constant of JBab = 'JIH.~sN = 91.8 HZ, of which each com- 
ponent is further split into apparent triplets with coupling constants 
of JB,  = 3JiH.isN = 4.2 Hz and JB„ = 4.2 Hz. Signal A, is also split 
into a doublet with JAab = 'JlH.15N = 92 Hz; however, both doublet 
components are further split into a doublet with a coupling constant 
of JA_ = 9.8 Hz. The above values of J,_ and JBa, are further 
confirmed by lineshape simulation of the Ac and the B, signals as 
described below. Note, however, that Ac and B, are further split 
through coupling with their respective b and d spins. All coupling 
constants are listed in Table 1. Since the coupling constant 
3 ~ H - N - C - H  is expected to be greater for conformer A as than for 
conformer B in analogy to previous cases [ll], we can already 
confirm here the above assignment of the s-trans structure to con- 
former A and the s-cis structure to conformer B as shown in Scheme 
I1 in view of the observation that JA, > JB„ 

As the temperature is raised to 189 K the components of signal 
A, broaden because of proton exchange between A molecules, 
whereas the lineshape of the B, signal is not altered, indicating that 
B is not subject to proton exchange. As the temperature is raised 
still further all lines broaden. This additional broadening is not a 
consequence of intermolecular proton transfer between A and B, 
which would only induce a coalescence of the 'H-15N signals A, 
and B„ but of a fast conformeric exchange between A and B due 

to hindered rotation. At room temperature only two signals of equal 
intensity are observed due to fast proton exchange and fast rotation 
between A and B. The coalesced A„ B, signal is slightly split into 
a triplet due to coupling with the two I5N atoms. All splittings 
arising from the coupling of spin a with the other spins have dis- 
appeared because of the fast proton exchange. 

Fig. 1 
Superposed experimental and calculated 'H NMR 90.02 MHz spec- 
tra of 15N,15N'-diphenylformamidine-dlo in THF-d8 for a concen- 
tration of 0.004 M as a function of the temperature. TA;: forward 
rate constants of the hindered rotation between monomeric con- 

formers A and B; A„ B,: 'H-l5N sites; A„ B,: CH sites 

Table 1 
Experimental coupling constants JR,,, R = A, B, i = a, C, j = b to d, of the 

s-trans (A) and s-cis (B) conformers of 1SN,15N'-DPFA-d,o in THF-d, 

Generally, the signals are averages of all possible hydrogen 
bonded states to which the molecules have access. Therefore, as the 
temperature is raised signals A, and B, shift to high field which is 
usual [4, 141 and which can be understood as follows. As will be 
shown later, at a concentration of 0.005 M selfassociation can be 
neglected and most molecules are monomeric, in particular in the 
solvated state Am AH ... S and B„ BH ... S, where S is the 
solvent. As temperature is increased the small amount of free mon- 
omers Alf and B„ is also increased, causing the observed upfield 
shifts of the average NH signals. However, in the evaluation of the 
kinetic and thermodynamic data we neglect the presence of All and 
Bir. 

The fact that proton exchange between A molecules and rota- 
tional AB isomerism lead to two clearly different linebroadening 
mechanisms is demonstrated in Fig. 2, where 'H NMR spectra of 
DPFA in THF-d8 are shown as a function of concentration at 
179 K. Whereas the lineshapes of signals B, and B, are independent 
ofconcentration, signal A, in particular is subject to drastic changes 
with concentration. At low concentrations again we observe the 
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exchange broadened 'H-"N doublet of which both components 
coalesce at higher cancentrations into a sharp singlet. The coales- 
cence point is at about 0.03 M. The position of signal B, is fairly 
constant as the concentration increases and indicates that B is in 
a hydrogen bonded state, i.e. in B„ BH...S . At low concentra- 
tions the position of signal A, is not very different from the position 
of the signal Ba, indicating a similar hydrogen bonded state Tor A, 
i.e. AB = AH ... S. By contrast, signal A, shifts to lower field as 
the concentration increases, indicating an extensive selfassociation 
of conformer A at higher concentrations. Thus, it seems that there 
is a relation between the increased proton exchange rates and as- 
sociation of A as the concentration is increased. Note in Fig. 2 an 
additional important feature, i.e. the fact that the ratio I = CA/CB, 
where Ci is the total concentration of conformer i, increases with 
concentration. This is, as will be shown quantitatively later, also a 
consequence of the fact that A associates strongly, but not B. Similar 
behavior of a concentration dependent trans-cis isomerism due to 
excessive association of the trans conformer has been observed pre- 
viously [I01 for malonaldehydedianil. Thus, we have already ob- 
tained in a qualitative way evidence for the reaction model of 
Scheme V. 

Fig. 2 
Experimental and simulated 'H NMR 90.02 MHz spectra of DPFA 
in THF-d8 as a function of the concentration for a selected tem- 
perature of 179 K. T Ä ~ :  inverse NH proton lifetimes in A; A„ B,: 

'H-I5N sites; A„ B,: CH sites 

4.2. Total Lineshape Analysis of the 'H-NMR Spectra of 
DPFA in THF-d8 

The spectra of the type shown in Figs. 1 and 2 could be calculated 
as descibed in section 3. Parameters varied in the calculations were 
the chemical shifts of signals A„ A„ Ba, B„ coupling constants, the 
linewidth Wo in the absence of exchange, the mean proton lifetime 
TA" in conformer A, the s-trans/s-cis-population I = CA/CB and the 

pseudo first order isomerisation rate constants TA; and r d  = 
T,& I of rotational isomerism. All simulation parameters are assem- 
bled in Tables 2 -4. Unfortunately, the exchange broadened spectra 
do not contain information on all parameters at all temperatures. 
Therefore, we proceeded as follows. 

Below 250 K, i.e. in the region of slow rotational isomerism the 
chemical shifts and I could be determined by total lineshape anal- 
ysis. Since the chemical shifts were found to be linear functions of 
temperature, they were extrapolated to higher temperatures for the 
calculation of the spectra in the fast A/B exchange regime. In this 
regime above 250 K where signals A, and B„ as well as Ac and B, 
have coalesced, I could be obtained from the positions of the av- 
erage lines. For the determination of TA; the values for the linewidth 
W o  in the absence of isomerism were taken from the spectra of a 
reference sarnple of acetone in THF-d8. At low temperatures this 
procedure may be not exact because of non negligible elements of 
the relaxation Operator W in Eq. (8) [71]. However, because of the 
similar chemical structure of the two isomers A and B these ele- 
ments were assumed to be similar for both isomers, and Wo for the 
signals of A was, therefore, taken in this typical region from the 
linewidth of the corresponding B signals which are not affected by 
exchange broadening, as shown in Fig. 2. The only Parameter which 
could not be resolved was the coupling constant JAad which affects 
the splitting of the A, signal in the absence of proton exchange. 
Therefore, J A a d  was Set to a value of 3 Hz in the lineshape calcula- 
tions, which is the estimated limit above which we should have been 
able to resolve this splitting. Model calculations showed that the 
exact value of JA, is critical for the determination of the inverse 
proton lifetimes T Ä ~  in A only in the regime where T Ä ~  is smaller 
than 10 SC', i.e. a regime where we do not report T Ä ~  values. The 
coupling constants Jkb and J„ given in Table 1 could be extracted 
from the Ac signal at low temperatures of a 0.005 M probe with a 
deuterium fraction of D = 95% in the 'H-''N sites. However, dur- 
ing the simulation of the spectra above 250 K, we found that the 
lineshapes of signal Ac were consistent only with slightly smaller 
values of the order of (Jh + J„)/2 zz 3 Hz. Since the Ac signal 
did not contain valuable information concerning the proton ex- 
change rates, we did not study further whether these coupling con- 
stants were a function of concentration or of temperature. 

All thermodynamic and kinetic parameters which are derived 
from the lineshape analysis given are assembled in Tables 3-6. 

4.3. Thermodynamics of the s-Transls-Cis Isomerization and 
of Selfassociation of DPFA in THF 

The equilibrium constants KBIA, of the hindered rotation between 
the monomers A, and BI were determined by simulation of the 
spectra of very dilute samples, where the s-transls-cis ratio I = 
= KBiA, (Table 3). The van't Hoff plot is shown in Fig. 3. The data 
can be represented by 

KB,A, = exp [(I f 1 Jmol-I K ' ) / R ]  
(54) 

Thus, the enthalpy difference AH of 1.4 kJ mol-' between BI and 
Al is very small, whereas the entropy difference is Zero within the 
margin of error. 

From the experimental dependence of I = CA/CB on the con- 
centration, additional thermodynamic information was obtained, 
as shown in Fig. 4 for a temperature of 179 K. A non-linear least 
Squares fit of the data to Eq. (28) resulted in a value of KAm zz 0, 
whereas KBiAl = 2.92 +_ 0.09 and KA2 = 2.07 + 0.1 1 molC'. Thus, 
the data were equally well fitted in terms of Eq. (30) or of Eq. (31). 
Note that Eq.(31) contains only two variables, I. given by the in- 
tercept and KA2 which describes the initial slope as well as the 
curvature of the non-linear function in Fig. 4. 

In order to confirm independently the above observation that A 
is not able to form selfassociates An with n > 2, we have analyzed 
the chemical shifts V of the Aa signal at 179 K as a function of the 
concentration. The experimental data were fitted to Eq. (33). The 
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Table 2 
Experimental results of 'H NMR 90.02 MHz measurements of 15N,15N'-DPFA-dlo in THF-ds 

SN T / K  C(T) /M L31 Icxp D VA=/HZ vnS/Hz ~ ~ i l 1 s - l  LB 
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Table 2 (Continued) 

SN T/K C ( m M  LI Liip D VA,/HZ vn,/Hz rrd/sC' LB 

SN: number of sample, T: absolute temperature, C(T): total concentration a t  given temperatures, I„,: experimental, Icni: calculated values of the ratio of A 
and B conformers according to Eq. (30), D: deuterium fraction in the NH sites, vAa, vna: NH chemical shifts of A and B (TMS). 7 ~ 4 :  inverse NH Proton 
lifetimes of A, LB: sum of artificial and apparative line broadening. 

Parameter Zo was taken frorn Fig. 4 and was not varied. Again we 
obtained KAm rr: 0 and KA2 = 1.83 f 0.2 1 rnolC1 at  179 K, which 
corresponds well with the value obtained frorn Fig. 4 and with the 
form of Eq. (34). Therefore, all data were interpreted in terms of 
Eq. (34). Fig. 5 shows the chemical shifts of the A, signal as a func- 
tion of concentration of A, CA. In order to obtain KA2 as a function 
of ternperature we proceeded as follows. We rneasured carefully the 
chemical shifts for each sarnple as a function of temperature and 
obtained linear relations for V = f ( T ) .  Least squares iitting of the 
data allowed us to  calculate the chemical shifts for all samples at  
given temperatures with a very high accuracy. The V values were 
then fitted to  Eq. (34) as shown in Fig. 5. The corresponding van't 
Hoff plot is shown in Fig. 6, where the straight line is given by: 

Thus, the forrnation of cyclic dirners is exotherrnic, but the entropy 
decreases as expected. 

4.4. Kinetics of the Hindered Rotation between the 
Monomeric Conformers Al and B1 of DPFA in THF 

Fig. 7 shows the Arrhenius diagram of the experimental rate con- 
stants kA„, of the rotational isomerism between the monorneric 
species Al and B,.  The data stem from the sarnple of Fig. 1 where 
C = 0.005 mol 1-I and from a sample where C = 0.373 mol 1-I. 
The sirnulated values were multiplied by the experimental factor 
Z/Zo according to  Eq. (37) in order to calculate kAl„ ,  although this 
factor is close to  1 at C < 0.01 mol 1-'. We obtain by linear least 
squares fit of log kAlßl  vs. 1/T: 
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Table 3  
Experimental equilibrium- and rate constants of A/B rotational isomerism 

SN:  number of sample, T: absolute temperature. Explanation of the other 
symbols See text and Table 2. 

Table 4 
Experimental results of the 'H NMR measurements of DPFA in THF at 

T = 1 7 9 K  

S N :  number of sample, C :  total concentration, I :  experimental values of the 
A/B ratio, C A :  concentration of s-trans form A, TA: inverse NH lifetimes, 
VA,: shifts of the NH signals a of isomer A. 

Table 5  
Results of the chemical shift analysis of the NH Signal vAp according to 

Eq. (33). I. values are not fitted, but calculated from Fig. 4 

TIK 

T :  absolute temperature, V A ,  ( i  = la ,  2,): NH chemical shifts of monorneric 
Al and cyclic dimeric species A2,  KB,A,, K A I :  equilibrium constants of rota- 
tional isomerism and of dimerization of A. 

Table 6 
Calculated rate constants of HH- and HD transfers in cyclic dimeric com- 

plexes of DFPA according to Eq. (51)  

T :  absolute temperature, D:  deuterium fraction in the 'H-I5N sites. For ex- 
planation of symbols See text. *: calculated according to Eq. (57), KA2 values 
calculated according to Eq. (55). 

Fig. 3 
Van't Hoff diagram of the s-trans/s-cis isornerization of DPFA in 
THF. The equilibrium constants KBiAl were determined by line- 

shape analysis of the spectra partly shown in Fig. 1 

4.5. NMR Proton Inventory of DPFA in THF 
In order to get an idea of how rnany Protons are involved in the 

intermolecular proton exchange of DPFA in THF and in order to 
obtain information on the nature of rate lirniting step as well as on 
kinetic isotope effects, we have rneasured proton exchange rates in 
DPFA/THF sarnples as a function of the deuteriurn fraction D in 
the NH sites. These measurements were done before establishing 
the rate law of proton exchange described in the next paragraph. 

Typical NMR lineshapes of the 'H-l5N signals A, and B, are 
shown in Fig. 8 for a total concentration of about 0.1 M and a 
ternperature of 178 K as a function of the deuteriurn fraction D. 
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Only the A, signal and the left triplet component of the B, signal 
were simulated. The proton lifetimes decrease with increasing 
D, which is proof of a multiple proton transfer process according 
to Eq. (52). Further data are listed in Table 2. For a proton inven- 
tory according to Eq. (53), the s ~ d  (C+ co, D ) / s ~ d  (C+ co, D = 0)  
values were plotted in Fig. 9 as a function of the deuterium fraction 
D. As expected for a double proton transfer process with rn = 2 in 
terms of Eq. (53), a linear decrease was obtained within the margin 
of error. By linear least squares fitting of the data to Eq. (53), a 
kinetic HH/HD isotope effect of 22 at 178 K was obtained. This 
analysis was carried out at several temperatures. 

Fig. 4 
Dependence of the ratio I = CA/CB of the total concentration 
C = C A  + CB at 179 K. The vaiue of I for  C+O is given by I. = 
cA1/cSI = KBiAl .  The solid line was calculated by non-linear least 

squares fit of the data to Eq. (31) 

Fig. 7 
Rate constants kAIBl  of the hindered rotation between monomeric 
molecules Al and BI as a function of the temperature for selected 

samples. 0: C298K = 0.005 M; @: C298K = 0.373 M 

Fig. 5 
Experimental and calculated chemical shifts VA.  of the 'H-15N signal 
A, of DPFA in THF as a function of the concentration C A  of the 
conformer A at 179 K. C A  was determined from the known values 
of I and C .  The solid line was calculated by non-linear least squares 

fit of the data to Eq. (34) 

Fig. 6 
Van't Hoff diagram of the dimerization of the s-trans form A of 
DPFA in THF. The KA2 values were obtained by analysis of the 
chemical shifts vAa of the A, signal. For further explanation see text 

Fig. 8 
Superposition of the experimental and calculated 'H NMR 90.02 
MHz spectra of DPFA in THF-d8. Only the 'H-15N signal A, of 
conformer A is shown as a function of the deuterium fraction D in 
the 'H-I5N sites at a concentration of 0.1 M at 178 K. Note also 

the left triplet component of the signal B, 

Fig. 9 
Proton inventory plot for proton exchange of the s-trans conformer 
A of DPFA in THF-d8 according to Eq. (53) at 178 K .  s ~ i  ( C +  co, 
D ) / s ~ i  ( C -  co, D = 0 )  is the relative inverse proton lifetimes ex- 
trapolated to high concentrations and D the deuterium fraction D 

in the mobile 'H-I5N sites 
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Fig. 10 
Experimental and calculated values of log (TA; I )  as a function of 
log (C/(I + 1)) at 179 K according to Eq. (45). For further expla- 

nation see text 

4.6. Kinetics of Proton Exchange of DPFA in THF 

In order to confirm the value of m = 2 independently we plotted 
in Fig. 10 according to Eq. (45) the values of log (TA; I)  vs. log (C/ 
( I  + 1)). TA" is the experimental proton lifetime in the s-trans con- 
former A, I the s-trans/s-cis ratio and C the total concentration. I 
was calculated from the known value of KA2 and I. according to 
Eq.(30) (see Table 2). At low concentrations we obtain a straight 
line with a slope of 0.98 f 0.03. Thus, Eq.(45) is valid and m = 

1.98 f 0.02, i.e. 2 molecules of A participate in the exchange proc- 
ess. This corresponds very well with the results of the proton in- 
ventory. 

We then plotted the experimental TA; values at 179 K as a func- 
tion of F = (I-Io)/(I+ I,), where I was calculated according to 
Eq. (30) from the known value of KA2 (Table 2). As predicted by 
Eq. (46) and as shown in Fig. 11, we found a linear dependence of 
TL; as a function of F, with an intercept of Zero. Thus, the as- 
sumption inherent in Eq. (46), i.e. that only one type of dimer is 
formed in which the exchange takes place, seems to be well fulfilled. 
A value for the rate constant kA2 in the dimer of kA2 = 10700 s-' 
was obtained from the slope of the solid line in Fig. 11. A similar 
result was obtained if the experimental I values (Table 2) were used. 
Thus, the dimers monitored by analysis of the chemical shifts and 
of the s-trans/s-cis populations should be of the same type as those 
monitored by the kinetic measurements of proton exchange. In 
other words, the more complex reaction scheme in Scheme V should 
be valid. Since in this case the dimerization constants KA2 in Eqs. 
(23), (27), and in Eqs. (45), (47) are identical and since we knew the 
value of kA2, we were able to calculate the inverse proton lifetimes 
r ~ d  as a function of the concentration CA according to Eq. (46). The 
result is shown as a solid line in,Fig. 12 together with the experi- 
mental values. The agreement between the experimental and the 
calculated data is very satisfactory. The very interesting non-linear 
character of the function vs. C is particularly well reproduced. 
This curvature, which is very sensitive to the value of KAI, arises 
from the following effect: at low concentrations the pseudo-first 
order rate constants TA; are linear in CA, i.e. a second order rate 
law v = CA/rAH - CA prevails because two A molecules are needed 
for the exchange to take place. However, at higher concentrations 
a kind of saturation occurs and the TA; values seem to become 
independent of CA, i.e. v = CA/~AH - CA. This is expected if all A 
molecules are located in the subspecies in which the exchange of 
the two proton takes place, i.e. if the cyclic dimers of Scheme I are 
dominant. Thus, as a result of the good agreement of the experi- 
mental and calculated values in Fig. 12, we have obtained evidence 
for the validity of the above assumption that the chemical shift and 
the s-trans/s-cis population analysis and the analysis of the kinetic 
data monitor the formation of the same dimers AZ, in particular 
the cyclic dimer Azc from the solvated monomer Als = AH ... S. 
In other words, there is a very high probability that KA2 KAIA2 
is essentially equal to KAlSAZC, the equilibrium constant of formation 
of the cyclic dimers from the solvated monomers, and that kA2 is 
directly the rate constant of double proton transfer in the cyclic 
dimers. 

Fig. 11 
Experimental and calculated inverse 'H-15N proton lifetimes in 
conformer A as a function of (I- I,)/(I+ I,) at 179 K. The values of 
I were calculated according to Eq. (30). The solid line was fitted to 
the experimental points in from which the slope of kA2 = 10700 
cm-' is obtained using Eq. (46). For further explanation see text 

Fig. 12 
Experimental and calculated inverse 'H-l5N proton lifetimes in 
conformer A as a function of the concentration CA of conformer A 
at 179 K. The solid line was calculated using Eq. (46) from the 

known values of the constants KBIAl. KA2, and kA2 

Fig. 13 
Arrhenius diagram of the experimental and calculated data of the 
intermolecular HH- and HD migrations in cyclic dimers of the 

s-trans conformer A of DPFA in THF-d8 

The analysis of Figs. 11 and 12 was then also performed at other 
temperatures. Values of kA2 are given in Table 6. From the Arrhen- 
ius diagram shown in Fig. 13 we calculate: 
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Fig. 14 
Exchange processes of DPFA in THF as identified by NMR. K, 
and k ,  are equilibrium and rate constants obtained by lineshape 
analysis. [ 1 represent possible intermediates present in minor con- 

centrations. S solvent 

In a similar way, neglecting equilibrium isotope effects we obtain: 

By extrapolation we obtain ( k H H / k H D ) „ „  z 5.7. Note that the 
errors given in Eqs. (57) and (58) are of a statistical nature and do 
not include systematic errors or errors due to assumptions. 

5. Discussion 

As shown above, by analysis of the 'H NMR spectra of 
diphenylformamidine (DPFA), a wealth of thermodynamic 
and kinetic information on hindered rotation, hydrogen 
bond association and proton exchange of DPFA in THF is 
obtained by NMR lineshape analysis. From this analysis we 
can draw the following detailed picture of molecular events 
in the System DPFA/THF, as shown in Fig. 14. DPFA 
exists in THF in an s-trans conformer A and an 
s-cis conformer B. Almost all B molecules form a hydrogen 
bond with the solvent, S, i.e. are located in the subspecies 
B„. At low concentrations A is located in a similar state 
Als. Als and BIS interconvert with measurable rotational 
exchange rates kAIBi  which can be interpreted in terms of 
kAl„„, given by Eq.(56). The preexponential factor has a 
value of IOl3 - IOl4 s-' which is typical for intramolecular 
rearrangements. It is possible that the rotation proceeds via 
the free monomers All and Blf. In this case, part of the high 
energy of activation stems from the breaking of the hydro- 
gen bond to the solvent. The energy and entropy difference 
between A„ and B„ is small, as indicated by Eq. (54). At 
higher concentrations A is subject to selfassociation. How- 
ever, in contrast to the carboxylic acids [14], no solvated 

linear dimers A2S - AH ... AH ... S or oligomers An are 
observed, but only cyclic dimers A2C. In these dimers a fast 
cooperative double proton transfer takes place. However, 
the observation of a kinetic HH/HD isotope effect clearly 
establishes this double proton transfer as the rate limiting 
step of the proton exchange, the interconversion of the dif- 
ferent hydrogen bonded species and subspecies being very 
fast, as is indicated by the observation of only averaged 
NMR signals for all species and subspecies. The number of 
transferred protons m = 2 has been established by perform- 
ing a proton inventory, and additionally, by analysis of the 
complex experimental rate law. The fact that only the con- 
former A is subject to proton exchange and selfassociation 
but not conformer B can be easily Seen by a breakdown of 
the 'H-15N splitting and the low field shift of signal A, in 
Fig. 2 as concentration is increased: the position and the 'H- 
15N splitting Pattern of signal B, in Fig. 1 is unaffected by 
concentration changes. From an analysis of the 'H-15N 
chemical shifts and of the A/B populations as a function of 
concentration, the equilibrium constant KAI could be ob- 
tained. The values obtained by both methods agreed within 
the margin of error. Thus, KAI could be interpreted as the 
equilibrium constant KAfSA2, of the formation of the cyclic 
dimers from the solvated monomers. Its temperature de- 
pendence is given in Eq. (55). There is a slight decrease in 
energy, indicating that a hydrogen bond in the cyclic com- 
plex is stronger than a hydrogen bond between A and the 
solvent. By contrast, there is a decrease in entropy as ex- 
pected for the formation of a cyclic dimer. The consistency 
of this interpretation was further confirmed by the obser- 
vation that the inverse proton lifetimes in A, TL;, depend 
in a non-linear way on the concentration, as shown in 
Fig. 12. Thus, we find a second order rate law at low con- 
centrations because two DPFA molecules are involved in 
the exchange. However, at higher concentrations the rate 
law changes gradually to first order because at very high 
concentrations all A molecules are in the subspecies A2C. 
This finding is in a way similar to the case of enzyme re- 
actions, where the rate law also changes in the region where 
all enzymes are loaded with the substrate. Here we can re- 
gard one of the exchanging DPFA molecules as the "sub- 
strate" and the other as the "enzyme" which transports a 
proton from one location in the substrate to another. These 
observations might also explain the kinetics of proton ex- 
change observed previously for the related triazenes 
R - NH - N = N - R [8], where, depending on the substi- 
tuent R, first or second order rate laws were obtained. Dif- 
ferent substituents R lead to different values of the dimer- 
isation constants KAI .  Small KA2 values lead to second, large 
KA2 values to first order kinetics as expressed by Eq. (50). 
Thus, the decrease of the proton exchange rates with in- 
creasing concentration found by Halliday et al. [9] for di- 
methylformamidine in CDC13 might reflect a decrease of KA2 
due to formation of higher linear associates. 

Since KAI could be determined as a function of tempera- 
ture, we were able to obtain values of the exchange rate 
constants kA2 in the exchanging cyclic dimers. So far, rate 
constants of intermolecular proton transfer reactions have, 
to our knowledge, always been affected by terms arising 
from diffusion or from preequilibria between the molecules 
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in non-reacting and reacting hydrogen bonded states. Thus, 
we are now able to compare kA2 with the corresponding solid 
state values which are, unfortunately, not yet known up to 
date or with values for intramolecular double proton trans- 
fer reactions in related molecules, e.g. in tetraphenyloxal- 
amidine (TPOA) shown in Scheme 111. According to Eq. (57), 
the DPFA reaction is characterized by a surprisingly small 
barrier for the proton transfer, about 2.5 times smaller than 
the barrier for the TPOA tautomerism [26]. By extrapola- 
tion we obtain a room temperature ratio of k„„/k„„ N 

500. This difference is understandable because TPOA is not 
able to form strong linear hydrogen bonds like DPFA. How- 
ever, the energy of activation of the double proton transfer 
in cyclic hydrogen bonded DPFA dimers is much higher 
than the corresponding value for the double proton transfer 
in carboxylic acids [18-221. At present, we can only spec- 
ulate as to whether this effect is due to the replacement of 
oxygen by nitrogen, to a different geometry, or to the at- 
tached phenyl groups in DPFA. Possibly the double proton 
transfer in DPFA dimers is coupled to a phenyl group re- 
orientation. 

The presence of the phenyl groups in DPFA could also 
be the origin for the different association behaviour of 
DPFA in THF as compared to carboxylic acids. Note that 
in a previous study [I41 we found that acetic acid forms in 
THF many more dimers of the type AZs AH ... AH ... S 
than cyclic dimers. One might argue that steric hindrance 
between the phenyl groups is not in favor of the formation 
of AZS. On the other hand, molecular models show that steric 
hindrance between the phenyl groups probably also results 
in an angle between the phenyl groups and the amidine 
plane. Unfortunately, no X-ray structure of diarylamidines 
is available up to date. 

The question arises whether the proton transfer is better 
described in terms of conventional transition state theory 
by reaction over the barrier, or whether tunneling plays a 
dominant role. This question cannot be answered at present 
in view of the small temperature range for which kf: values 
could be obtained. The preexponential factor and the acti- 
vation energy of the HD process given in Eq. (58) are, there- 
fore, preliminary and might be subject to a larger error as 
indicated by the statistical errors given in Eq. (58). Tunneling 
contributions may be detected by measuring the complete 
kinetic HH/HD/DD isotope effects of the reaction. In the 
future, we will try to obtain such sets of kinetic HH/HD/ 
DD isotope effects for the formamidine reaction, now where 
the nature of this transfer has now been established. 

We conclude that it is possible to obtain very detailed 
information on the elementary steps of complex reaction 
networks in solution by NMR. Especially it is possible in 
favorable cases to obtain directly rate constants in reaction 
complexes which are not affected by diffusion or preequili- 
bria. 
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